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It’s encouraging to see that there 
is lots of activity and new product 
launches within the print market. 
Despite months of speculation that 
Sharp is in trouble, the firm reaffirmed 
its commitment to its Document 
business to channel partners during its 
first ever pan-European conference in 
Barcelona and unveiled a suite of new 
products and solutions to be launched 
in 2013 (page 25).

In this issue we feature the introduction 
of two new brands – Pantum, available 

exclusively through Spicers (page 12) and 
Memjet which has signed a deal with 
Compatech to promote what it says is the 
world’s fastest office colour printer, on a 
unique all inclusive pricing model – see 
page 19. 

We’ll be watching to see how these two 
new brands fare when pitched against the 
longer established hardware manufacturers’ 
products.

James Goulding, Editor
07803 087228   jamesg@binfo.co.uk
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In the News
DMC bolsters range 

DMC has just added some Philips products to its portfolio. 
The new additions include Philips multifunction printers 

and the innovative range of Philips PicoPix pocket 
projectors. Lightweight and compact, these handy 

devices are small enough to carry in your pocket 
but can project big, bright images from a 
variety of sources including camera, laptop, 
iPhone, iPad, USB stick or SD card (model 
dependent). These Philips products allow SMEs 
to share business communications, ideas, 
designs and pictures quickly and easily. 

www.yourdd.co.uk 

DIARY DATE
BETT 2013, the world’s leading event for learning 
technology will run from 30 January to 2 February, at 
ExCeL London. The show, which now attracts more than 
30,000 educators, plays host to more than 650 exhibitors 
demonstrating technology based learning resources.
For more information please visit www.bettshow.com
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• Start up funding
• Full ownership of MIF
•  Competitive pricing and  

running costs

• Competitive lease rates

•  Full product range, including  
software

•  Full sales and marketing  
support

•  Machines serviced by  
UTAX Direct Service division.

UTAX (UK) Ltd, the largest and fastest growing, dealer 
only network in the UK, are looking for proven sales 
people, who want to work for themselves and develop 
a dealership. 

Their new Entrepreneur Scheme, jointly funded by 
UTAX, is an ideal solution for those who have the drive 
and ambition to run their own business, but lack access 
to a product range and initial capital. 

ARE YOU THE INDUSTRY’S 
  NEXT BIG THING?

www.utax.co.uk

Contact us for more information on  
01793 786000 or by email at  
entrepreneur.scheme@utax.co.uk 
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In the news

Kyocera Document Solutions new FS-C8650DN 
and FS-C8600DN offer fast and flexible printing 
solutions for large and demanding workgroups. 

With outstanding flexible paper-handling capabilities 
Kyocera says that the FS-C8650DN and the FS-C8600DN 
offer the highest paper capacity as well as the most flexible 
paper handling options of any printer in the segment. 

Both printers can handle up to eight different paper 
sizes and media types, including coated and uncoated 
paper, labels and a range of paper weights. Additionally the 
printers offer an output capacity of up to 5,000 sheets and 
a range of finishing options, including stapling, punching, 
booklet stitching and tri-folding.

In addition to their flexible paper handling capabilities, 
the FS-C8650DN and FS-C8600DN deliver high quality 
printing at high speeds with 100% duplex productivity. 
Large print jobs can be handled without interruptions, as 
the paper trays with their large input capacity don’t need 
to be continuously refilled. The printers come with a high 
performance controller and 160GB HHD as standard for 
straightforward document management.

As ECOSYS printers, both devices have a very low Total 
Cost of Ownership, achieved by using long-life components, 
including the drum and developer that last for up to 
600,000 pages. 
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.uk

High performance 
printers

Ricoh joins forces  
with Ebuyer.com 
Ricoh has joined forces with Ebuyer.
com, one of the UK’s largest internet 
resellers of brand name computer 
technology and consumer electronics 
products. 

The partnership is exclusively linked to the 
new Meihua series of Ricoh printers and the 
SP100E & SP100su mono laser printers for 
the UK market. 

IT Distribution Manager Matthew Creely 
said, “The partnership we have developed 
allows Ricoh to penetrate Ebuyer.com’s 
existing customer base and Ebuyer.com to 
broaden its portfolio with a range of printers 
that are perfectly suited to both the home 
and small office end user.” 
www.ricoh.co.uk

Mono production flagship system
DSales (UK) Ltd, the UK distributor for the Develop 
range of production print systems imaging systems, 
has launched a new flagship mono production print 
system aimed at the commercial print and high 
volume in-plant sectors. 

The ineo 1250 provides high speed, reliable mono output 
with outstanding image quality for both fine line text and 
half-tones. This highly versatile system can generate 7,500 
A4 impressions per hour on substrates up to 350gsm card 
and SRA3 in size. Print resolution is outstanding at 1,200 
by 1,200 dpi using Develop’s patented polymerised toner 
with smaller, smoother, uniform toner particles for more even 
distribution, significantly better fine line definition, and better 
solid fills.   www.dsales.eu

Central device 
management 
solution 
OCM International has 
announced the availability of 
a central device management 
solution that helps customers 
to realise full cost management 
potential, seamlessly integrated 
within the Kyocera Document 
Solutions’ HyPAS-enabled 
multifunctional device range. 

The OCM central management 
solution transforms the A4 and A3 
HyPAS-enabled devices into a hub of 
an adaptive infrastructure. It provides 
accurate cost management, secure 
print with mobile secure print release 
and broad-based fleet management 
throughout an entire organisation 
and can be easily configured to meet 
with end-user specific billing and cost 
recovery requirements. 
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.
co.uk

Océ’s backing for a £100 million fundraising 
campaign for the UK Flagship and Oceans of 
the Seas project launched by the Daily Mail, 
has been praised by Rear Admiral David 
Bawtree, a key figure in the project for more 
than 20 years. 

Océ printed the original designs for a great sail 
training ship a decade ago. And this year it has 
reinforced its links by providing the printing for the 
project backed by Prime Minister David Cameron 
that needs financial support from industry and 
individuals without using taxpayers’ money.

The Daily Mail has launched a campaign to 
raise a total of £100 million. The UK Government 
hopes that the new ship, which will principally 
provide education and adventure to disadvantaged 
young people, will also have a representational role 
for the UK and Commonwealth. It’s anticipated 
the new ship will cost £80 million to build with 
£20 million needed to provide bursaries for young 
people. Its first voyage could be as early as 2016.
www.oce.com

Océ backs UK  
Flagship project  
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Balreed was the sole print partner at London Calling Rocks event, which took 
place at the British Music Museum in London’s O2 arena on 6 and 7 November.   

Now in its fourth year, London Calling is a very popular print and finishing event, 
featuring new products, technologies and applications from Duplo, Balreed, ESKO, 
Fastback, Fujifilm and Vpress.

Specialists from Balreed’s Digital Print & Production Systems team were onsite to 
deliver a key component of the end to end workflow demonstrations, with their high 
performance digital print engine showing web to print function live at the event while 
pre-sales production specialists and account managers explained how Balreed can help 
customers grow their businesses.   www.balreed.com

PrintFleet Inc has announced the formation of the PrintFleet European 
Advisory Board, comprising executives from PrintFleet’s OEM, distribution 
and dealer partners which represent critical stakeholders in its European 
business community.  

The EMEA Board will help ensure that PrintFleet solutions remain aligned with the 
strategic goals of PrintFleet partners and is relevant to the issues facing their businesses 
and the industry as a whole.   

Board Members include: Simon Wallis, Business Development Director, Spicers Ltd, 
UK; Dave Collinson, GM Product Planning, OKI Europe, UK; Christian Gauss-Kuntze, 
Manager OPS Business Development, Konica Minolta Europe, Germany; Chris Tito, 
General Manager OSN, Netherlands; Hakan Lindgren, CEO TDO, Sweden and Chris 
McFarlane, President & CEO PrintFleet, Canada.   www.printfleet.com

Secure pull printing 
solution 
Carolina Container has selected UniPrint 
Infinity, the industry’s first printer-vendor 
independent managed print solution 
for any computing environment, as its 
enterprise-wide managed print solution. 

Based on UniPrint’s patented PDF-based 
Universal Printer Driver and powered by its 
Virtual Print Infrastructure, UniPrint Infinity 
solves Carolina Container’s printer driver 
incompatibility issues and helps the company 
reduce costs by providing a secure, fully 
virtualised printing environment for its largely 
remote employee base.

 The company chose UniPrint Infinity to give 
employees an anywhere, anytime, any device 
solution to print bar codes, quotes, invoices 
and project data with special font embedding 
directly from their email programs to any 
printer. Converting print jobs to PDF, UniPrint 
gives users the option to print, e-mail as an 
attachment or archive the documents in one 
simple step, significantly lowering costs, saving 
time and optimising bandwidth. 

www.uniprint.net

Lantronix’s award-winning, patent-
pending xPrintServer family is 
fully-compatible with Apple’s new iPhone 5 and 
iOS v6 without the need for users to download any 
software or update their device. 

The company also announced the availability of a 
new xPrintServer diagnostics app on Apple’s iTunes App 
Store. This free app enables IT professionals to monitor 
performance of all xPrintServers from a single, simple 
user interface. The app expands upon the xPrintServer’s 
current built-in diagnostics, enabling users to locate and 
manage all of their xPrintServers, as well as provide a 
quick and easy view of the configuration of all accessible 
xPrintServers. Additionally, users can test network speed, 
view a list of printers, monitor print jobs, view log files, and 

submit diagnostic reports either to Lantronix 
directly or via email to other users. 

www.lantronix.com

PrintFleet European Advisory Board

Sole print partner

Cura Technical expands MPS team
Cura Technical has appointed Mark Hubbard as Head 
of Managed Print Services. In this new role, he will be 
responsible for working with channel partners, resellers 
and system integrators to increase sales for Cura’s range 
of managed print services, helping users to achieve 
significant saving and efficiencies in the use of print 
devices across the enterprise. He will also be recruiting 
additional specialists to further strengthen the team. 

Hubbard has over 24 years’ experience of the IT and print 
marketplace and joined Cura Technical in 2010 as Business 
Development manager. Prior to this, he was a director of F.A.F 
Ltd, a Ricoh and Toshiba dealership that he founded in 1999. He 
has also held senior sales positions with Interfax and Alto Group. 
www.curatechnical.com

xPrintServer  
Support for iPhone 5
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Gartner’s Magic Quadrant 
Kyocera Document Solutions has announced its inclusion in the Gartner Magic Quadrant 
for Managed Print Services, Worldwide. The firm has been building up its Managed 
Document Services (MDS) business for the last few years and now meets all of the 
inclusion criteria.

The Magic Quadrant for Managed Print Services is published annually and evaluates companies on 
their completeness of vision and ability to execute Managed Print Services.

MDS stands for Managed Document Services. According to Kyocera, it is superior to Managed Print 
Services (MPS) because where MPS only focuses on output, MDS optimises the entire document output 
process – from capturing to archiving, workflows to security and environmental impact.  
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.uk

Better access to information
During this year’s Gartner Symposium ITxpo, 5-8 November in Barcelona, Spain, Andy Jones, Director 
and General Manager at Xerox Europe explained how the sophisticated document capture and routing 
features of a multifunctional device can be incorporated into a business process such as human 
resources or finance and accounting to improve access to information. As information becomes easier to 
manage, it’s better able to help boost productivity, cut costs and advance the move towards a paperless 
office.   www.xerox.com

Konica Minolta Business Solutions Europe 
has again been placed in the leaders’ 
quadrant of the Magic Quadrant for 
MFPs and Printers Worldwide, according 
to Gartner, Inc. This was achieved 
through improved sales activities, service 
capabilities and a clear focus on its 
smarter multifunctional device strategy. 
Meaning it is now able to provide 
enhanced print solutions and IT services.

Canon has also been named a Leader in the 
2012 Gartner MFP and Printer Magic Quadrant 

report, a visual snapshot of a market’s direction, 
maturity and participants. 

“We believe Gartner’s recognition of Canon’s 
leadership, including our ability to execute 
and completeness of vision is proof of our 
commitment to improve our customers’ business 
productivity through our technology and 
services,” said Paul Rowntree, European Product 
Marketing Director at Canon Europe.
www.konicaminolta.co.uk,     
www.canon.co.uk

Canon has launched three document 
capturing solutions that support mobile 
working and help users connect to business 
services that are hosted in the cloud.

The new solutions are CaptureOnTouch 
Mobile, a free app for Apple iOS and Android 
devices, enabling direct batch scanning with 
Canon’s new Wi-Fi enabled scanners and sharing 
documents to cloud applications; the ultra-

compact imageFORMULA 
DR-C125W desktop 
scanner with integrated 
Wi-Fi, allowing wireless 
scanning to smartphones, 
tablets and PCs; and the 
Canon Wi-Fi unit WU10, 

an optional Wi-
Fi accessory 
for Canon’s portable 
scanners.

The new document capture solutions enable 
mobile and remote workers and those within 
office and retail environments to capture 
documents directly to Apple iOS and Android 
devices and share them immediately to cloud 
applications or direct to pre-defined office 
workflows. This means that organisations of all 
sizes can capture, process and share data directly 
at the point of capture; whether at the office, 
retail outlet or on the go.    
www.canon.co.uk

Canon supports mobile working

6th generation 
ECOSYS 
Kyocera Document Solutions’ new 
five-strong printer family for the 40 
to 60ppm A4 category offer very low 
TEC (Typical Electricity Consumption) 
and one of the lowest cost per page 
in their class. 

The TEC of the five-strong range is 30% 
lower than its predecessors and the lower 
energy consumption reduces both electricity 
bills for customers and their CO2 emissions. 
In addition each mono printer has long 
life components as standard, with the 
FS-4300DN, FS-4200DN and FS-4100DN 
hosting a printer drum that lasts for up to 
500,000 prints – 50 times longer than the 
comparative models.

Product Manager Rachel Dean said, 
“These new printers are faster, more energy 
efficient and feature advanced technology. 
The printers will only need to be serviced 
once during the long life of the device and 
the optional Data Security Kit makes the 
range perfect for departments handling 
sensitive data.” 
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.uk

MFP and Printer Magic Quadrant
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Voted No. 1  
MSE, a global leader in technological solutions for 
high quality remanufactured toner cartridges, has 
been voted the number one supplier of aftermarket 
colour toner cartridges by US dealers in an 
independent survey. 

Conducted by the Cameron Consulting Group, Inc. as 
part of a study entitled, 2012 Reman Color – An Emerging 
Market Investigation, the survey questioned over 200 US 
dealers regarding their confidence in colour offerings in the 
marketplace. 

The study revealed that MSE colour toner was rated the 
highest quality product and inspired the most confidence 
among dealers for the long term success of colour 
adoption.   www.mse.com

Chiltern IT joins Synaxon 
Synaxon, the dealer group for IT and office 
products, resellers and independent retailers, has 
added Chiltern IT, a specialist distributor of new 
and spare parts and accessories to its supplier 
line-up. The agreement gives Synaxon UK’s 
members access to more than 120,000 products 
for leading brand systems and peripherals.

Chiltern IT is an HP Authorised Spare Parts distributor 
and stocks more than 90,000 items for the manufacturer’s 
brands, including replacement parts for many Compaq- 
and Digital-branded products. Chiltern IT is also an 
authorised distributor for both Dell and Kyocera. The 
company’s comprehensive range is now available through 
Synaxon’s EGIS system for same-day or next-day delivery 
from Chiltern IT’s warehouse close to the M25.

The agreement with Chiltern IT brings Synaxon’s 
total number of partner distributors working through the 
member procurement platform to 20. 
www.synaxon.co.uk

Preton joins Print Audit
Printing cost reduction software provider, 
Preton has joined Print Audit’s Maven 
partnership program.

Preton’s PretonSaver software optimises 
the amount of ink and toner consumed 
during the printing process. PretonSaver uses 
Preton’s core Pixel Optimizer technology, 
which intelligently identifies and removes 
wasteful pixels, significantly reduces ink and 
toner consumption without visibly impacting 
output quality or interfering with end user 
processes. It provides a robust set of user 
focused reporting data, including page 
coverage calculations and includes extensive 
print policy enforcement capabilities. 

Print Audit’s Maven partnership program 
is designed to bring exclusive benefits to Print 
Audit Premier members. Premier is a newly 

launched subscription plan that gives office 
equipment dealers virtually unlimited access 
to Print Audit’s MPS and print management 
solutions. Through the program, Premier 
members also receive exclusive access to 
additional benefits offered through Print 
Audit’s Maven partners. 
www.preton.com

Two million pages per 
minute
The latest figures from IDC report that the number 
of pages printed in the EMEA region on mono 
laser devices with speeds under 70ppm, colour 
laser devices under 45ppm and personal through 
workgroup inkjets declined by 1% in 2011, down to 
3.09 trillion pages from 3.12 trillion pages in 2010. 

The analyst company said that the figures accounted for 
two million pages printed every minute.

“In total, over two million pages were printed in EMEA 
every minute. If we wanted to transport the pages printed in 
EMEA last year, almost 200,000 fully loaded 28-ton trucks 
would be needed,” said Research Director Ilona Stankeova, 
Imaging & Hardcopy Devices Research and Document 
Solutions, IDC CEMA.   www.idc.com

Midwich adds value 
Trade-only distributor Midwich has added 
PaperCut’s print management software 
solutions to its portfolio to add value to 
its print division offering.

PaperCut software was identified as an 
easy-to-use solution that could both cut 
print costs and provide a centralised print 
management system for a number of key 
markets. 

PaperCut offer two key software solutions 
that can bring printing costs under control 
and in some areas, save the end user 30% 
in efficiency. PaperCut NG is an easy-to-use, 
cost-effective, print tracking and control 
solution while PaperCut MF offers the same 

features plus the ability to capture and track 
off-the-glass copier activity (copy, fax and 
scan) via hardware-level integration. 

Business Manager Jonathon Francis, said, 
“PaperCut is a natural fit for Midwich and 
lets us achieve our goals of adding value 
to our resellers through print management 
tools. Benefits for the end user are simple: it’s 
very easy to install and the savings are there 
for all to see. IT resellers should speak with 
Midwich to see how PaperCut can become 
an easy solution offering for them, helping 
them differentiate themselves from their 
competition.”  
www.midwich.com

In the news
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VOW Europe is one of the UK and Ireland’s leading technology and EOS distributors with 18 direct distribution
agreements with the industry’s leading suppliers including Brother, Epson and Xerox, and prestigious partnerships
including 1st tier distribution status with HP.  Our distinguished reputation is built on more than 30 years of
technology and EOS experience, 160 years of distribution experience, and an innovative and progressive approach
enabling us to provide outstanding service levels to our Resellers including a consistent next day fill rate of 98%.

To talk to one of our Technology and EOS sales specialists about the benefits of partnering with VOW, please call
our dedicated team on 0844 980 8220.
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In the news

New head of 
marketing  
James Lawton-Hill has been 
appointed as the new Head 
of Marketing for Brother UK 
as the company prepares 
to launch a series of new 
technology products and 
online business support services in 2013. 

Lawton-Hill joined Brother UK in 2010 with 
responsibility for developing key customer accounts and 
marketing intelligence. He has implemented a new market 
development strategy for the company and managed 
its channel marketing team, which provides support to 
distributors and resellers of Brother products. He has also 
successfully introduced a new social media strategy for the 
company to increase engagement with channel partners 
and Brother’s end users.   www.brother.co.uk

Five year print partnership  
Balreed has been chosen by the organisers of 
The Alfred Dunhill Links Championship played at 
St Andrews, as the official supplier of print and 
document technology. 

This is the fifth year the event will rely on Balreed 
throughout the four-day tournament to provide and support 
print, copy and scan devices to media tents, European tour 
offices and tournament offices across all three courses that 
the event plays on.   www.balreed.com

Platform of choice 
Synaxon has selected Level Platforms’ Managed Workplace as the exclusive 
remote monitoring and management platform of choice for its expanding 
membership community. It has signed a formal agreement with the Canadian 
company and will be encouraging resellers to deploy the Level Platforms 
Managed Workplace platform to extend their opportunities in the growing 
UK market for remote managed services.

Designed specifically for IT service providers, Level Platforms’ Managed Workplace 
delivers a comprehensive and easy to use set of features that enable service providers 
to see everything happening in the customer’s network, proactively manage issues and 

deliver highly profitable support services to help generate new 
recurring revenues, increase sales and significantly lower 
operating costs.

www.levelplatforms.com

Environmental programme fifth anniversary 
A pioneering world-first Carbon Positive 
Plus+ environmental programme 
launched by Océ UK for the printing 
industry, driven by customer demand has 
celebrated its fifth anniversary.

Océ and Shining Earth developed the 
Carbon Positive Plus+ scheme for the Océ 
VarioPrint 6000 series of printers, which 
involved benchmarking the printing systems’ 
energy consumption and operational CO2.

Five years on, Shining Earth has facilitated 
procurement of verified carbon offsets for 
every Océ VP6000 machine installed since 
the scheme was launched. The total carbon 
offsets placed under the scheme equate to 
12,175 tonnes of CO2. This is the equivalent 
of filling the O2 arena more than twice over, 
2,709 Olympic swimming pools or driving 
from Land’s End to John O’Groats and back 
27 times or 7,609 passengers flying from 
London Heathrow to New York.
www.oce.com

New printing innovations
HP has announced new HP Officejet Pro and HP LaserJet printers 
and content management solutions designed to redefine business 
and government printing by enabling customers to reduce costs, 
increase efficiency and digitise the office.  

HP Officejet Pro X Series, powered by HP Pagewide Technology offers SMBs, remote offices and branch 
offices high quality documents at up to 70 pages per minute. The HP LaserJet Enterprise flow MFP M525c and 
HP LaserJet Enterprise colour flow MFP M575c offer higher performance document processing and sharing.  
This provides an ideal on-ramp to the digitised world with premium dual-head scanning, HP everypage 
technology that ensures that pages are picked up one at a time and data entry that speed the transition from  
a paper to digital office. 

HP flow MFPs can be integrated with content management solutions based on software from Autonomy, 
either on-site or via the cloud while the cloud-based HP Flow CM Professional increases collaboration and 
productivity by easily capturing, indexing, storing, searching, retrieving and printing documents through a 
unique user-friendly interface designed with the customer in mind.

The new offerings represent the largest upgrade to HP’s commercial printers in almost a decade, signifying 
the integration of intellectual property and innovation from across the organisation.   www.hp.com

Kyocera new 
recruit
Kyocera Document Solutions has 
appointed Michael Curtis in a new 
field-based role as IT Channel 
Document Solutions Specialist.

Previously with Samsung and Sharp, 
Curtis will work with Kyocera’s seven-
strong IT Channel Team to provide 
resellers with additional support to grow 
their Document Solutions capabilities. 
A dedicated print technology specialist, 
his experience spans the spectrum of the 
document production and management 
market.  
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions. 
     co.uk



Introducing Lexmark’s brand new 
range of smart laser devices
Lexmark International, Inc. (NYSE: LXK) has launched a brand new 
range of laser printers and multifunction products (MFPs) built on an 
enhanced technology platform that delivers productivity-enhancing 
solutions.

Lexmark’s smart MFPs include an intuitive touch screen that provides 
access to many powerful applications that reduce the complexities of 
manual processes, improve productivity and help reduce costs. 

Smart devices are changing the way the world does business, so 
making the right investment in print technology today, means making a 
smart choice for the future.

To find out more visit: 

www.lexmark.co.uk

Available from your Lexmark UK Authorised Distributor

0871 973 3709 01379 64920001256 707070
01282 776776
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laser printers

As part of its strategy to become 
one of the world’s top five printer 
manufacturers, Pantum, part of Seine 
Technology, has signed an exclusive 
distribution agreement with Spicers. 
The arrangement gives the office 
products wholesaler sole distribution 
rights for Pantum printers and MFPs 
in the UK and Ireland. 

The agreement covers all distribution 
channels, but to start with Spicers aims 
to build a network of 200 independent 
dealers to sell the new laser printer brand. 
The first products to be launched are the 
P2000 and P2050 20 page per minute 
mono laser printers.

CEO Alan Ball said: “This is a fantastic 
opportunity for Spicers and our dealer 
partners. The ability to work with Pantum 
on this basis provides us with a compelling 
business opportunity. We will invest 
significant resource into the launch and in 
support of our dealer partners.”

He added: “Promoting Pantum 
printers to the end-user rather than other 
printer brands will give our dealers a real 
competitive edge. With this launch, we’re 
offering a unique opportunity for them to 
maximise both sales and margin.” 

Limited competition
Ball told Print.IT Reseller that having 
exclusivity gave Spicers’ dealer partners 
a real advantage. “Limited competition 
means there is less need to commoditise 
the product and the price; we’re offering 
the opportunity for higher profitability 
on both hardware and consumables with 
consistent margins in the mid-20s and 
that’s a powerful message,” he said.

Another reason why dealers can look 
forward to better margins on consumables 

is that Seine has used its experience as a 
leading manufacturer of compatible toner 
cartridges to make it very difficult for third 
parties to develop supplies for its printers. 

“Pantum has used its technological 
expertise to develop consumables that are 
extremely difficult to replicate. Its patented 
technology will ensure a single source 
of supply, offering a further opportunity 
for dealers to maximise margins and 
secure long-term repeat business on 
consumables,” Ball explained.

This, combined with Spicers’ exclusivity, 
should also protect dealers from the threat 
of a competitor offering a managed print 
solution and taking on their MIF as part of a 
new deal. “Our agreement as sole supplier 
means that other vendors will be unable to 
source consumables for Pantum printers or 
service and support them,” he said.

Ball said that the roll-out was being 
backed up with after-sales telephone, 
maintenance and servicing support. “We’re 
offering a first class support package with 
a same-day swap out service for end-users 
whose printers need fixing. We’ll collect the 
broken model, replace it with a new one 
and repair their existing printer – a service 
that will provide both the dealer and end-
user with confidence.”

Low TCO
Pantum is basing its appeal to end users 
on the claim of a greatly reduced total 
cost of ownership (TCO) compared to laser 
printers from established OEMs. 

This, says Ball, is the result of printer 
engines that last longer and support 
higher monthly workloads than competitor 
products (up to 20,000 pages per month 
on the P2000 series); a robust build quality 
with strong metal frames; an efficient toner 
transfer system that reduces toner waste; 
the option of cost-saving high capacity 
cartridges; low energy consumption; and a 
two-year warranty.

“With businesses everywhere 
looking to cut costs, the TCO argument 
will resonate with our dealer partners’ 
customer base,” he said. 

According to Ball, the reaction to date 
has been positive. “Pantum has a proven 
track record and is a well established brand 
worldwide. They have a structured launch 
programme and we know that models 
introduced to the UK & Ireland market 
have been stringently tested and sold in 
other countries: so the risk is low and 
reliability is a given,” he said.

“With Pantum, dealers have a unique 
chance to secure industry leading margins, 
offer a brand new product with a proven 
track record, backed up by a service and 
support guarantee – what’s not to like?”

The first two Pantum laser printers – 
the P2000 and P2050 – are available 
through Spicers now. The machines 
are set to retail at around £60 and 
other devices will be introduced 
throughout 2013.
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Follow the dragon
Spicers CEO Alan Ball outlines the opportunity for dealers 
following the announcement that the wholesaler has secured 
a solus distribution agreement for the UK and Ireland with 
Chinese OEM laser printer manufacturer Pantum. 

...Spicers' 
exclusivity 
should also 
protect 
dealers from 
the threat of 
a competitor 
offering a 
managed 
print 
solution...

DEALER PROMOTION 
To celebrate the launch of the Pantum brand, Spicers is giving 
dealers the chance to win a trip to Hong Kong and Shanghai. 
The six-month promotion runs from January to June 2013 and 
includes defined sales targets. With constant email updates, 
dealers will be able to keep a close eye on their progress as they 
strive to be one of the lucky few to win a place on the trip. 
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business inkjets

Due to be launched in Spring 2013, 
the HP Officejet Pro X Series is an 
impressive new range of inkjet printers 
and MFPs targeted at workgroups 
of 5 to 15 people. It offers the same 
value proposition as the company’s 
OfficeJet Pro devices for workteams of 
2 to 5 people (i.e. colour printing at up 
to half the cost of equivalent colour 
laser devices) with the added bonus of 
colour print speeds of up to 70 pages 
per minute in ‘general office’ mode. 

Not to be confused with vastly inferior 
draft printing options, general office mode 
is designed for the 70% of print jobs that 
are destined for internal use only. The print 
samples seen by Print.IT Reseller – a flow 
diagram and report with bar chart – were 
impressive with clear black text and strong 
colours that would have been more than 
adequate for most people’s needs. But even 
in normal printing mode, the X series is 
really quick: up to 42ppm or 33ppm when 
printing on both sides of the page. 

Throw in low energy consumption, 
high capacity cartridges, water-resistant 
pigment-based ink, a low cost per page, 
generous 500-sheet paper capacity (with 
the option of a second tray), 10.9cm colour 
touchscreen and all the connectivity and 
management features you would find on 
an equivalent LaserJet Pro device (e.g. PCL 
5/6, PS-support, a Universal Printer Driver 
and Webjet Admin) and it is easy to see why 
the channel might be excited by HP’s new 
generation of printers and MFPs.

Mercè Barcons, HP Vice President for 
the Inkjet Hardware Category in EMEA, 
said: “The channel is extremely excited 
and we are working with a select group of 

New business  
   inkjets have the  
     X factor

partners to ensure we get our go-to-market 
strategy right. The level of excitement 
and enthusiasm is unprecedented. They 
are excited about the value proposition 
itself. They are excited about winning new 
business. They see this as an addition 
that will allow them to access some 
opportunities they couldn’t access in  
the past.”

HP has had success with its Officejet 
Pro printers – 10 million sold worldwide 
since 2005 – but they are only suitable for 
small work teams of five people at most. 
The X series is a much more compelling 
proposition for SMEs because of a new 
page-wide printhead with 42,240 nozzles 
firing one billion ink droplets per second. 
This robust technology – the printhead 
is stationary and only the paper moves – 
enables fast print speeds, supports high duty 
cycles of 4,000 pages per month and lasts 
for the lifetime of the machine.

According to HP’s Jordi Monne, the 
appeal of these printers goes beyond the 
target market: “Small businesses are the 
sweet spot. But channel partners have 
identified opportunities with very large 
customers who have environments similar to 

HP claims that the unveiling 
of the new HP Officejet Pro 
X Series has been greeted 
with unprecedented levels 
of excitement by channel 
partners looking for new 
business opportunities. 
James Goulding reports

those in the small business space.  
For example, a company like Royal Mail –  
a large company that has lots of small 
offices,” he said.

Live and learn
This is not the first time HP has tried 
to market inkjet technology to larger 
businesses. Many readers will remember 
HP Edgeline MFPs on which the X Series 
printhead technology is based. However, HP 
has learnt lessons from that debacle and is 
now adopting a more evolutionary approach, 
as Hatem Mostafa, VP of HP’s Inkjet Business 

and Platforms (IBP) global business 
unit, explained.

“We had multiple 
issues launching Edgeline 
technology,” he said. 
“We had inkjet for 
desktop printing and 
skipped several levels 
and went into high-end 
departmental printing. 
And it was a big leap to 
get customers to accept 
this technology at the high 
end. The product was only 
sold contractually and it 
needed a different go-to-
market approach and level 
of support that HP was 
only just developing at the 
time. These new products 
fit into a traditional reseller 
channel.” 

Fulvio Ferrari, Vice-president and 
General Manager for HP’s Inkjet and Web 
Solutions Business, Imaging and Printing 
Group (IPG) EMEA, added: “We had always 
said ‘inkjet is for consumers and laser is for 
business’, then suddenly we brought out a 
product and said ‘inkjet is for business’.  
We took too much of a leap. We went from 
1, 2, 3 to 10. We are now going from 1, 2, 3 
to 4 and then to 5 and then to 6. Ultimately 
we will get to 10 but it won’t be in a big 
leap. This launch is based on our experience 
with Edgeline. We are confident it will be 
successful.”

HP is not the only supplier operating in 
this area. New entrants like Memjet and 
Brother, which earlier in the year announced 
plans to launch a 100ppm mono inkjet, 
are also eyeing up the market. But Mercè 
Barcons is confident that HP and its resellers 
will prosper: “The history, tradition and 
knowledge HP has in printing technology 
and the relationship we have with the 
channel based on many years of history gives 
us an advantage and will lead to success,” 
she said.

HP has delivered the platform and the 
first of a new generation of products. Now 
it is up to resellers to persuade their laser-
loving customers why inkjet is the future.  
www.hp.com

...it’s easy 
to see why 
the channel 
might be 
excited by 
HP’s new 
generation 
of printers 
and MFPs.
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channel mps
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“Selling 
MPS is not 
just about 
pushing 
hardware on 
its own...”

MPS without the pain

Print.IT Reseller

Having spent the last two years 
building an MPS infrastructure and 
cutting its teeth on a series of MPS 
engagements, including a high 
profile implementation at Defra, Oki 
is inviting IT resellers, value added 
resellers, stationery suppliers and 
other service providers to use its 
expertise to deliver managed print 
services to clients.

It has devised a flexible programme that 
enables channel partners with no in-house 
expertise to deliver the three main types of 
MPS – Managed Page Services (fixed cost 
per page with consumables delivery and 
support), Managed Print Services (print 
audits, assessment and fleet optimisation) 
and Managed Document Services (workflow 
analysis and optimisation) – with no 
hardware investment costs, no stock issues 
and very little cost. 

Oki’s programme covers every aspect of 
an engagement including Sales & Technical 
Training; On site audits (inc. workflow 
and process recommendations); Proposal 
support and consultation; Access to solutions 
architects; Finance; Flexible billing and 
contracts; Implementation; Service delivery; 
and Project management.

Partners can task Oki to deliver every 
aspect of an engagement or just certain 
elements. As Rob Brown, Oki Systems 
(UK) business manager for MPS, explains: 
“We can do it for you; with you; or we can 
provide the tools and you can do it.” 

Why MPS?
At the launch of Oki’s programme Arnaud 
Gagneux, Research Director for IDC 
Imaging, Hardcopy and Document Solutions, 
emphasised what a great opportunity MPS 
is at a time of falling hardware sales and 
shrinking margins.

Oki has launched a new partner programme for managed 
print services. James Goulding attended the launch

“A two, three, four, five year contract 
in MPS gives long-term revenue and 
embeds you in a business and gives you 
the opportunity to cross-sell and upsell,” 
he said. “Selling MPS is not just about 
pushing hardware on its own. It’s also an 
opportunity to push other solutions into 
your account.” 

He added that this is where the growth 
is. According to IDC, the UK market for 
Paper to Digital Document Management, 
Device Management and Control and 
Enterprise Output Management solutions 
is set to grow from $256 million in 2011 to 
$370 million in 2015. 

Another advantage in becoming an 
MPS provider is that margins for services 
are still holding up. IDC research shows 
that in the last five years the proportion of 
partners reporting gross margins of 15% 
or more has fallen from 58% to 30% for 
hardware sales, from 58% to 38% for 
software sales and from 72% to 65% for 
services. 

Gagneux added that there were also 
opportunities in simple print services 
consisting of unified billing, remote 
monitoring and hardware, supplies and 
servicing (what Oki calls Managed Page 
Services). Between 2012 and 2016 IDC 
expects these types of engagement to grow 
at a CAGR of 12% compared to 9% for 
more complex Managed Print Services.

According to the 2011 IDC Western 
Europe SMB survey, just one in 10 UK 
companies currently has some form of 
print service, so the potential for growth is 
enormous.

Just Jump In
In order to take part in this market, channel 
partners can either develop their own tools 
and expertise – expensive and slow – or 
they can partner with a vendor that has 
built its own MPS infrastructure. 

“A small IT dealer might recognise 
the benefits of MPS but not have the 
expertise to put a proposal together or 
work out per page pricing. We can do that 
for them,” explained Rob Brown. “We are 
also working with a number of very large 

resellers who don’t want to dedicate their 
own resources to MPS. They can maintain 
their relationship with the client and we 
will deliver the service on their behalf.” 

What’s not an option, suggests Oki 
marketing director Graham Lowes, is to do 
nothing.“The only way you learn about this 
business is by dipping your toes in. When 
you do, you will learn far more than you 
can by talking to people or reading about 
it. Just jump in,” he said.

Why Oki?
Vendors are fighting to sign up resellers 
and service providers, so what does Oki 
offer that others don’t? 

A key advantage is that unlike many 
vendors it only sells through the channel. 
Oki provides the resources needed to 
deliver MPS but the service itself is 
managed by channel partners who can 
have complete confidence that they are 
working in co-operation not competition 
with Oki.

In addition, Oki has 17 account 
managers nationally who are able to 
support customer engagements and 
teams of sales people tasked with finding 
leads and pushing them back through the 
channel.

Another reason to rely on Oki, says 
Brown, is that it has already gained 
valuable knowledge of the nitty-gritty of 
MPS implementations that partners can 
draw on from Day One. “If you have an 
organisation with 250 sites, 350-400 
machines and 20 machines per floor, how 
do you know the right consumable reaches 
the right device on the right floor on the 
right day? We have processes to do that 
for you.”

A less tangible attraction, but a 
significant one nonetheless, is Oki’s 
corporate culture and  honest approach to 
MPS. According to Lowes, this was a major 
factor in securing the Defra contract. “Oki 
was the wild card. One of the main reasons 
Oki won was down to trust. They felt 
confident with Oki people. We listened to 
what Defra wanted and went back with a 
proposal that met Defra’s requirements.  
We said we would have to partner 
with others to make it happen and they 
appreciated our honesty,” he said.

As Oki aims to increase its revenue from 
MPS to 17% of turnover by 2015, it will be 
hoping that its channel partners feel the 
same.
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Call our sales team, today on:

Compact and 
capable solution

Compact, fast and affordable 
A3 colour printer with duplex 
printing and network connectivity 
to enhance any creative document. 
High quality, high volume, print 
capabilities on-demand and in-house. 

C831DN

Compact scanner

DRC125W

Scan straight to a tablet 
device/wireless enabled PC, 
making scanning even more 
convenient. Its unique vertical J
-Path design also makes it ideal for 
placement in libraries or study areas. 

Audio capturing
in an instant
Gives the ability to capture 
creativity in a moment, without 
compromising on quality due to 
multi-track PCM recording.

LS100 

Network friendly
and fast
High performance A4 mono
laser with one-touch eco
mode and superior network 
connection that will deliver a first 
print out in just 9 seconds. Duplex 
printing and a USB hi-speed 
interface as standard. 

ML3710ND

Duplex sheet-fed
scanner
Collecting, managing, and 
distributing information is simple.
Kodak’s Smart Touch functionality
replaces multi-step scanning processes
with one-touch simplicity meaning it is 
a hassle free and efficient solution for 
education administration offices

i940

PaperCut

01379 649200

Maintain a lucrative revenue stream and stay at the forefront of  
customers’ minds by supplying them with branded consumables.

Find out more at www.midwich.com/consumables
Who’s selling printer consumables  
to your customers?

Back to school
Ask Midwich about their range 

of educational printers, scanners 
and voice recorder products

Media rooms Libraries Music rooms

Libraries Administration

Print cost management
PaperCut is the easy way to automatically 
monitor and manage printing in any 
organisation, giving control over costs and 
environmental impact. The software intercepts 
print jobs on the print server and analyses them, 
applying rules to enforce your print policies. 

Call for pricing

               Look out
         for our NEW 
     Cool 4 School
   guide coming
soon!
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Midwich

Outside of the classroom, schools, 
colleges and universities are 
businesses just like any other 
organisation, and keeping a close 
watch on costs and efficiency are 
paramount in running a successful and 
thriving operation.

Today’s technology can play a key role 
in these aims, and Midwich – the UK’s 
leading trade-only distributor of business 
technology – aims to promote the need for 
more cost efficient and productive set-ups in 
educational establishments.

Business manager at Midwich, Jonny 
Francis said: “With exams, reports, projects, 
certificates, and keeping parents informed 
to name just a few, the educational sector 
is traditionally a heavy user of printed 
communications. Here at Midwich, we are 
keen to promote a more efficient process for 
monitoring print.”

In the ever growing market place that 
is MPS, Midwich have added valuable 
solutions to help end users save money.  

Recently, the Norfolk-based supplier’s 
commintment to print efficiency has seen 
the development of their Print Solutions 
division – a dedicated category to the 
Midwich portfolio for Print Solutions 
Software, Options, Accessories and also  
MPS Devices. 

With software solutions from PaperCut 
and ScanShare, Midwich are now able to 
provide effective, cost-cutting solutions to 
that will benefit any place of learning – from 
the smallest village primary school to the 

Midwich in a  
   class of its own

largest of universities.
Jonny Francis continues: “PaperCut’s 

print management software has helped over 
50,000 companies reduce their print costs 
by allowing end users to manage printer 
and paper use by various users, accounts 
and departments.”

ScanShare’s software includes a handy 
Document Architect, a virtual organiser 
of your files that scans, checks and stores 
documents through one clear user interface. 
By using metadata, the documents are 
placed and saved onto the right location 
within your application. Such technology 
is set to revolutionise MPS as the manual 
administration saving – both in time and 
money – are obvious.

As for printing hardware, the advances 
in modern technology dictates that some 
printers are better suited to the education 
environment than others.

The school admin office is, more often 

...Midwich 
have added 
valuable 
solutions 
to help end 
users save 
money.

than not, a hive of activity. Demand on 
printers can be heavy indeed as admin staff 
strive to keep on top of a seamlessly never-
ending pile of paperwork. Letters to parents 
alone can easily reach thousands in a busy 
week. It is here that serious consideration 
needs to be given to the choice of printer 
hardware, with a reliable, fast machine with 
low operational costs being a necessity 
rather than a luxury.

In a school, college or university media 
room or library, demand on printers is also 
high. Printed media is still very much part 
of the curriculum and a busy media room 
needs to have a printer that is capable of 
standing up to the task, as well as having 
the flexibility to be able to cope with today’s 
wireless communication world.

In any organisation, the environmental 
impact of printers is a consideration, but for 
schools and colleges the need to be green is 
likely to be amplified, so a printer’s carbon 
footprint and overall running costs are also 
primary considerations.

To reduce filing, and improve the 
efficiency of document storage, it is worth 
exploring the benefits of the latest digital 
scanners. The advantages in modern 
scanning solutions means a school can 
integrate all its documents into one digital 
streamlined operation where documents 
can be updated simply and as frequently as 
required.

Working alongside a more efficient 
printing and scanning process, there are also 
many ways that education establishments 
can benefit from barcode applications, and 
Synergix, part of the Midwich Group, has in-
depth, unrivaled knowledge and experience 
in this field. 

For security and peace of mind, schools 
can consider issuing visitors, staff and 
contractors with instant photo ID passes to 
make visitors easily identifiable as they move 
around grounds and buildings. For added 
access control, cards can feature barcodes to 
give a simple, effective keyless entry solution 
for restricted areas such as science labs or 
staff-only areas.

Away from print solutions and auto-ID 
solutions, the teaching profession is a sector 
that can benefit greatly from technology and 
it’s important that teachers and lecturers 
are equipped with the best tools for the 
job. In turn, students can then benefit 
from lessons delivered using the latest 
multi-touch screens, crystal-clear audio, 
projectors, monitors and other progressive IT 
equipment.

Midwich’s comprehensive  range of 
solutions in the education sector can be 
found in their upcoming Cool 4 School 
Education Guide. Be sure to reserve your 
copy by calling Midwich on 01379 649200. 
For the latest offers and news from Midwich, 
visit www.midwich.com

Leading supplier has all sectors covered when using 
technology in the education marketplace
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To  nd out how you can 
become an Olivetti 

Best for Colour Dealer 
contact us now on:

01908 547980
email: c.gordge@olivetti.com

Olivetti UK Limited, 
500 Avebury Boulevard, Milton Keynes, MK9 2BE

Tel: 01908 547980, Fax: 01908 547979
Email: c.cordge@olivetti.com, www.olivetti.co.uk

Impressive
paper handling

d-Color MF222 d-Color MF652d-Color MF282 d-Color MF752

Paper is one of the most taken for granted materials in 
the world. Yet, handled creatively, it can produce the most 
stunning in-house results.

Olivetti’s new generation of competitively priced A3 colour MFPs 
have taken the idea of simple paper handling and propelled it 
to new heights for the of ce environment. Not only do all the 
models in the new range handle paper weights up to 256gm2 
from all paper trays but also through the Automatic Duplex 
Feeder too. 

What’s more all models can handle paper sizes of up to SRA3, 
although the higher up the range you go, in terms of print speed, 
the more SRA3 sheets the models hold. 

All the new machines can print banners up to 1.2 metres in 
length, through the by-pass tray, and they all provide a very useful 
mode called “Carbon Copy” which means you can simulate a 
carbon copy on different media from multiple trays.

There is also a wealth of  nishing options on all models 
including a 20-page booklet  nisher, with automatic crease-fold, 
saddle-stitching and cover  nishing, alongside other stapling, hole-
punching and sorting options and the addition of A3 Z-folding on 
the 55ppm, 65ppm and 75ppm models.

As an Olivetti “Best for Colour” Dealer, you could bene t 
yourself and your customers by providing this new range.
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Memjet set to revive 
colour printing

According to Memjet, its technology 
is the first major office printing 
breakthrough in more than 20 years, 
powering printers for people and 
businesses that don’t have time 
to wait. This is achieved through a 
combination of its stationary, page-
wide printhead, unique nozzle design 
and silicon chip design. The printhead 
itself uses more than 70,000 ink 
nozzles to reach much faster speeds 
than traditional laser and inkjet 
technologies. 

The Evojet Office 2 is fast – it can 
print borderless A4 colour pages in one 
second; cost-effective – the cost per print 

is up to 50% of the cost of colour laser 
alternatives; and energy efficient – using a 
fraction of the energy of black and white 
and colour laser devices (9% – 1.5 Wh for 
EvoJet Office 2 vs. 16.5 Wh for a typical 
colour laser device printing five pages).

“After many years, a technology 
finally is bringing colour printing back 
into businesses, at speeds that match the 
increasing pace of work life,” says Len 
Lauer, Memjet Chairman and CEO. 

All inclusive pricing
The Evojet Office 2 will be available 
through an all inclusive pricing model that 
Memjet says puts businesses in control of 
costs and enables them to enjoy all the 
benefits of high quality colour printing 
that’s fast, accessible and affordable.   

For the first time, a print contract will 
be offered to businesses on a monthly ‘all-
in’ basis. The contracts require businesses 
to simply supply the paper and enjoy 
unlimited prints at a fixed monthly cost, 
with black and white or colour prints 

treated as the same. Memjet’s partners 
supply the printer, the ink and the services 
to keep it running. Flexible monthly lease 
programs from £49 to £149 per month 
enable business owners to print 100% 
colour, while maintaining a fixed budget 
for printing costs, with no surprise bills to 
account for at the end of a month.

Bill McGlynn, President of Memjet 
Office says, “We are embarking on 
something totally new here, enabling 
businesses to introduce fleets of Lomond 
Evojet 2 devices on a unique all inclusive 
print contract that allows affordable colour 
print. In the same way the mobile industry 
promotes all-you-can-eat data, we see the 
end-user adopting a future mind-set of 
enjoying 100% colour prints, at no extra 
cost to their monthly fee.”

New channel opportunities 
Memjet is working with a number of 
leading global OEMs, including Océ, a 
Canon Company, Toshiba TEC, Lenovo and 
LG among others.

Compatech UK is amongst the first 
distributors to offer these contracts to 

its customer base, already successfully 
supplying Lomond Evojet Office printers in 
Germany, this marks its first step into the 
UK market with these devices. 

Compatech Director Mark Holland says 
that Compatech UK is in the process of 
liaising with print resellers who have had 
some interaction with EvoJet printers to 
date to understand their needs in line with 
the new ‘all in’ route to market.  

“We are engaging with those resellers 
who have a strong presence in specific, 
strategic, vertical sectors; we believe that 
to deliver value to both the reseller and 
their customer base it is important we 
engage with the right number of resellers 
within each sector. 

“As we are in the early adoption stage 
it is difficult at present to confirm the 
number of resellers committed to the all in 
concept. However I am pleased to confirm 
we have engaged with a partner to provide 
cartridge refilling for all resellers who are 
not able, or do not wish to, refill their own 
customer’s empty cartridges.”
www.memjet.com 
www.compatech.co.uk

Memjet has announced the arrival of what it claims to be 
the world’s fastest office colour printer to the UK market 
– the Evojet Office 2 and revealed its unique strategy for 
the UK channel, to make colour printing more affordable 
and compelling to SMEs. 

“We are 
embarking 
on something 
totally new 
here, enabling 
businesses 
to introduce 
fleets of 
Lomond 
Evojet 2 
devices...”

colour printing
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Photizo Group’s Transform 2012 MPS 
conference held at Twickenham Rugby 
Stadium in October was the MPS 
specialist's most successful event to 
date. In total, more than 344 delegates 
attended the fourth European MPS 
conference – 30 more than the number 
who attended Photizo’s 2012 Global 
conference.

With 25 speakers, 26 breakout sessions 
and two panel discussions, there was no 
shortage of information and encouragement 
for resellers wanting to find out about 
managed print services. This year, the 
two-day event was more channel-focused 
than ever, reflecting the fact that of the 344 
delegates, more than 150 were managed 
service providers (MSPs) and almost 180 
were resellers.

Inevitably, much of the material will have 
been familiar to people who had attended 
previous events. After all, the transition to 
MPS doesn’t happen overnight and there are 
still many resellers and copier dealers at the 
very start of the MPS journey – and software 
companies eager to sell them print auditing 
and fleet management solutions.

These remain the essential tools of 
the trade, despite the impatience of OEMs 
to move the debate on from hardware 
optimisation. Dominic Keogh, managing 
director of the Ricoh Global MDS 
Competency Centre, advised delegates to 
adopt a different approach when engaging 
with key decision-makers and to start a 
conversation around the risk factors resulting 
from inefficient document processes. “Focus 
your attention on the fact that there may 
be a different way of taking MPS to market. 
If you move away from fleet analysis and 
ask ‘how can I add 10% to the top line?’ 
that starts a conversation and attracts the 

attention of CIOs and CFOs,” he said.

A vital sales tool
This approach might work with enterprise 
customers, but a print audit and report 
showing the savings that can be made by 
optimising a fleet is still a vital sales tool, 
especially when selling to small and medium-
sized businesses – an important new market 
for MPS. 

Dennis Kramer of PerformIT asked 
whether it was viable for resellers to do an 
assessment, create an optimised proposal 
and produce a PowerPoint report for a fleet 
with up to 30 devices. He cited a number 
of objections to MPS for SMEs including 
the belief that MPS is for larger accounts 
only; that sales cycles are too long; that it 
is too time-consuming to be worthwhile for 
fleets of fewer than 50 devices; and that the 
process is too complex. 

He countered these objections by pointing 
out that in the last few years a couple of 
technologies had emerged that made MPS 
suitable for SMEs. These include remote fleet 

Between 2008 
and 2010, 
revenues from 
SME MPS rose 
from under 
$10 billion  
to under  
$15 billion.

All to play for

Interesting times for the print industry

Transform 2012: Review
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Scrum down:  
Transform 2012  
held at Twickenham  
Rugby Stadium was 
Photizo Group’s  
best attended  
event to date
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Photizo sales consultant Scott 
Hornbuckle and Ann Priede, vice 
president of services and publications 
at Photizo, put proceedings in context 
with an illuminating presentation on 
the EMEA Imaging Market based on 
data from Photizo Group’s Hardware 
and Supplies Advisory Services.

Photizo is predicting a decline in 
hardware sales revenue of 2% CAGR 
from 2011-2016, with only colour laser 
printers and colour laser MFPs showing 
growth of 2% and 4% CAGR respectively. 
Over the same period supplies revenue 
in EMEA is expected to be flat, with any 
increase in toner sales offset by a decline 
in inkjet sales.

Business inkjets have shown some 
growth but they have failed to live up 
to people’s expectations. Even by 2016, 
business inkjets are expected to account 
for just 5% of the total imaging market 
(in units).

In terms of MPS, Photizo believes that 
the enterprise market is now saturated 
following significant activity in 2009 and 

2010. As a result, OEMs are looking to the 
SMB sector for growth and have introduced 
channel-specific MPS programmes. 
Between 2008 and 2010, revenues from 
SME MPS rose from under $10 billion to 
under $15 billion.

These trends are taking place against 
major changes in the industry. HP has had a 
particularly bumpy ride. Priede pointed out 
that it used to be a good company because 
it was diversified, but notes that all these 
areas – PCs, printers and services – were 
hit hard in 2012. Sharp, too, is suffering. Its 
document business is profitable, but has an 
uncertain future due to the wider Group’s 
problems. Lexmark has pulled out of inkjets.

Another significant trend is a decline 
in page volumes. Photizo and PrintFleet 
have been monitoring  print usage in the 
same 257 companies since Q1 2008. Their 
figures show a relatively steady decline of 
20% over the period which suggests that 
MPS is having an effect. Photizo Group’s 
2011 Small and Medium-Size Business 
Printer User Survey reveals a 5.5% decline 
in monthly print volumes between 2010 

and 2011.
The hope that mobile printing would 

drive an increase in printing is misplaced, 
according to studies by Photizo. It surveyed 
467 people and found that just 50 have 
printed from a mobile device. Of those, 
30% printed only once or twice to test the 
capability and only 22% (i.e. 11 people out 
of 470) print at least once a month.

Priede said: “As an industry we haven’t 
made it easy for people to print from 
smartphones. The challenge is that once 
you learn to live without printing you won’t 
go back to it. How do you re-educate 
people and say now you can print from 
your smartphone?”

She added: “There is no question that 
page volumes are declining so the key is to 
find new business models. We have tablets 
and smartphones but the workforce is 
getting younger and they have been digital 
all their lives and don’t have a culture of 
printing. What will happen in the office? 
Will they bring that culture into the office 
or get caught up in paper workflows and 
get printing?”
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The PPX 2055 notebook projector is 
pocket sized. It simply connects to 
a PC or Mac via the dual USB cable 
included. This provides both power 
and content so it’s always ready for 
business! 

The PPX 2450 multimedia projector 
is a lightweight, powerful projector 
with versatile connectivity. Perfect 
for mobile and impromptu business 
meetings, training, demonstrations and 
proposals, this model shown weighs 
only 115g and measures 10x10x3.2cm.

Business is competitive so creating a good impression  
and gaining an edge becomes more important every day. 
Philips PicoPix pocket projectors let you share 
your business ideas, designs, pictures and videos 
whenever and wherever you want! Small, 
handy and powerful, these projectors are 
perfect pocket companions for business 
trips and meetings. All PicoPix projectors 
offer top quality imaging using advanced 
LED technology. Enhanced brightness and 
contrast give your pictures and videos a 
piercingly sharp and vivid projection.

Small projectors,  
   Big impact.

PicoPix 2055

...continued

management systems that let you generate 
and email reports of all devices at a client’s 
site including those you don’t have under 
contract; and automated assessment and 
proposal generators that make it easier to 
design a future state for the customer’s fleet.

He argued that these tools made MPS 
profitable even in small businesses, but 
estimated that currently just 3-4% of dealers 
were going after SMEs with MPS.

A number of audience members 
highlighted the limitations of existing 
solutions, for example the difficulty in 
accommodating three-tier billing and an 
inability to manage the complexity of change. 
One said: “SMB reports don’t take into 
account managed change processes: if a 
client is running 50 HPs and you switch to 
4 MFPs, you create massive change for the 
client. It looks good on paper but you are 
creating a massive conflict for the client.”

In the cloud
The accompanying exhibition gave evidence 
of a rapidly expanding MPS ecosystem, with 
a full range of MPS tools on display, from 
auditing software and fleet management 
solutions to Follow Me printing and toner-
saving software. 

The combination of cloud-based 
services and smartphones/tablets was a 
particular trend with obvious benefits for 
sales people. Printanalyze from Tregona, for 
example, allows a consultant to maximise 
the impact of a sales visit by producing a 
proposal on-site. The cloud app running 
on an Android smartphone (with iOS and 
Windows 8 versions in the offing) allows 
someone to make an inventory of local and 
network devices; retrieve meter readings; 
estimate monthly volumes (if a printer’s 
installation date is known); work out the cost 
of each installed device using an embedded 
database of 15,000 consumables products; 
design a new fleet by clicking on printers 
within a list; and request a report showing 
the current and proposed printer estate – all 
on a smartphone. The server will send a 
complete PDF report to the user within three 
minutes.

Making sense of data
Another challenge for MPS providers is 
how to make sense of all the information 
provided by printer management solutions. 
CompleteView is one possible answer. 
Developed by Newfield IT, CompleteView 
harnesses information from a variety of 

sources e.g. print auditing tools, such as 
Asset dB; device management software 
(Netaphor, PrintFleet); and service 
management systems (Xerox Service 
Management System and Navision).

Unlike many MPS solutions, it presents 
data in a clear, colourful fashion via large 
dials that use red, amber or green colour 
coding to show how a printer estate is 
performing across various measurements. 
The dashboard lets a reseller drill down into 
data and run what-if scenarios to see what 
impact certain actions will have on print 
costs.

The ability to view information from 
multiple sources in one place lets a service 
provider answer any question a client might 
ask and identify opportunities for business 
process optimisation. It also creates trust: 
in a separate context but supporting this 
observation, Printfleet’s David Morrow 
said: “When I was at Xerox we used to say 
‘where there is mystery, there is margin’, but 
today transparency is critical.”

A choice of approach
With an abundance of software available, 
resellers can develop an MPS capability 
themselves, using solutions from one or 

...how do you 
make sense 
of all the 
information 
provided 
by printer 
management 
solutions?
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...early 
adopters 
use them to 
share all their  
digital content 
stored on 
smartphones, 
laptops, games 
consoles, 
cameras and 
memory sticks.

A recent review of the Philips PicoPix 
range in Business Info magazine 
positively reflected the following: 

“Meetings supported with visual 
collaboration positively reinforce the 
communication. The concept is further 
strengthened because of the ‘cool 
factor’ when using a more innovative AV 
equipment.” The same could be said of the 
Philips PicoPix LED pocket projector range.  
This range of tiny projectors aren’t suitable 

for huge conference venues but they are 
perfect to carry in your pocket or laptop 
bag. They mean that you are self-sufficient 
and don’t have to rely on equipment being 
compatible, working or in the room when 
you need it. The Philips PicoPix range 
certainly does have the ‘cool factor’. They’ll 
impress during the working week but they 
are just as good for holidays, weekends 
away, camping, etc. Pocket pico projectors 
have been around for some time but the 
latest models include many enhancements 
over previous models – and in the last 12 
months the Philips range has become the 
most popular choice in the UK, as early 
adopters use them to share all their digital 
content stored on smartphones, laptops, 

games consoles, cameras and memory sticks. 
The PPX 2450 has some very useful 

features for such a small device, including 
a two-hour battery life; 2GB of on-board 
memory for PC-free/wireless presentations; 
and an impressive range of connectivity 
options. These include a direct link to 
video devices, such as an iPhone or iPad, 
a laptop, camcorder or games console; an 
integrated MP4 media player that allows 
content to be played directly from the 
built-in memory, USB stick or SD card;  
for connecting a camera, smartphone or 
removable storage device.

The PPX2450 is affordable as well 
as eye-catching. It’s perfect for informal 
presentations to small groups or to 
bring something extra to meetings with 
customers with a love of gadgetry, it’s 
great value for money.

Resellers can order from DMC, Spicers 
or Vow.

Award Winning 
Review…

PicoPix 2450

For more info on the full range 
of Philips PicoPix pocket 
projectors simply visit  
www.picopix.philips.com

multiple suppliers, as an alternative to 
relying on systems developed by an OEM 
or an independent MPS provider like M2. 
It has spent more than £1 million on its 
Intelligence MPS infrastructure and now 
has 16,000 devices under contract and 
agreements to deliver MPS on behalf of 
nine partners including RR Donnelly. CEO 
John Taylor said that 20-25% of M2’s MPS 
business now comes from UK partnerships 
rising to 50% for new business.

Ed Crowley, CEO of Photizo Group, said 
that it was important for resellers to act now 
because polarisation of the print market 
between low margin, ultra high volume box 
shifters with national coverage and high 
value-add players offering some form of 
MPS was creating difficulties for businesses 
in the middle: “There is a set in between 
and that gap is getting squeezed because 
they can’t compete on price with the box 
shifters and they can’t provide the value-add 
of the second group. What we've seen is a 
large fall-out in that gap. My prediction is 
over the next 5-6 years you will see half the 
channel drop out,” he said.

Darren Cassidy of Xerox also advised 
channel partners to get off the fence 
whether or not they have in-house expertise: 

“It doesn’t matter where the channel has 
come from: the ones that succeed are the 
ones who say this needs to be the business 
we do. We have new engagements where 
partners have tried to do it themselves and 
have failed and are coming back around 
now,” he said.

“It's critical channels have access to 
professional services for MPS but it doesn’t 
have to be in-house. Having access to 
expertise is a must: channel partners get 
this but aren’t able to make the investment 
quickly enough to drive the business forward 
so we have packaged it up to give resellers 
pre-sales activity and post-sales activity 
support.”

In a separate conversation with  
Print.IT Reseller, he added: “If you piece it 
all together and decide not to stick with 
one vendor, there is a danger that the tools 
won't communicate with each other e.g. 
the data collection agent may not set up 
in service management, which may not 
feed the billing system. If you try to piece it 
together you can do it, but it can be hard to 
scale. We are investing millions in this area 

and partners who do it on their own can’t 
outrun us.”

Independents, too, are continuing to 
develop their offerings, giving both channel 
partners and end users an alternative source 
of expertise: according to M2’s John Taylor, 
54% of mid-market companies want to 
buy from an independent MPS provider. To 
further its capabilities, M2 has just created 
a pan-European alliance of independent 
MPS providers from six countries (one per 
country) that will enable members to share 
best practice, combine purchasing power 
and participate in pan-European MPS 
engagements.

The early stages of MPS have become 
commoditised. This is encouraging OEMs to 
advocate a move to more service-oriented, 
differentiated implementations with a focus 
on document processes. For resellers serving 
the still largely untapped SME market, this 
need not be a bad thing: the infrastructure 
needed to deliver MPS is in place and the 
channel is being encouraged to join in. All 
that’s needed is the will to win.

... it is 
important for 
resellers to 
do something 
because the 
print market 
is becoming 
polarised...

review
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Jet Tec Launch 17 New Laser Toners Certifications.
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• Comprehensive range of over 250 laser toners
• High quality, low cost alternative to the OEM equivalents
• Fully remanufactured in the UK, generating a low carbon footprint
• High quality toner powder guarantee’s bright prints every time

Brother
• TN2210
• TN2220

Samsung
• CLT-K/C/M/Y5082L/ELS 
• CLP-K/C/M/Y660B/ELS

HP
• CB380/1/2/3A 
• CE390A 

• CE250A 
• CE260A
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The YSoft SafeQ4 printing solution 
brings new improvements based on 
user feedback. The solution offers even 
greater convenience during daily tasks, 
eases administration and it especially 
saves money, environmental resources 
and user´s time.

The rule-based print functionality offers 
considerable opportunity to make cost 
savings. When using multifunctional devices, 
the users have fixed identities which clearly 
define their print-related requirements. 
After sending the task to print, users are 
automatically recognized and can, based on 
allocated rights, print in color or B/W, simplex 
or duplex. YSoft SafeQ4 can automatically 
switch colour jobs to black-and-white jobs, 
simplex to duplex or redirect larger jobs to a 
more economical printer.

Regular reporting and accounting 
functions in YSoft SafeQ4 gives users a 
comprehensive overview of print devices 
and can send regular reports in any format. 
Part of the reports kit allows users to track 
how much the company has saved the 
environment – for example water, timber or 

Y Soft Showcases YSoft SafeQ4 at Transform Europe

reduced CO2 levels.
Multi-level project accounting is another 

extra function which the users can now find 
in YSoft SafeQ4. Businesses working on a 
project basis, such as law or audit firms, can 
allocate each printed or copied document to 
the respective client for accounting purposes.

For large corporations with several 
remote branches, the YSoft SafeQ4 printing 
solution allows the central administration of 

all devices from a single web interface. The 
Private cloud application offers convenience 
by allowing control and administration of all 
branches by a single administrator. System 
changes are made by the administrator only, 
while in the branches YSoft SafeQ smart 
agents download the changes accordingly. 
Besides more efficient communication within 
the network, this new service is also a fast 
solution in case of central or local server 
failures. Printing services are therefore 
available to users at all times – regardless 
of the place and branch. After authentication 
with a card, chip or PIN on the printer, 
the users can view the history or printed/
sent jobs and pick any of these jobs in any 
location, in any branch all over the world.

Mobile print is also a new function which 
liberates printing from connection to a local 
network and computer in a revolutionary 
way. The user can send print jobs from any 
location to dedicated e-mail – from the car, 
airport, restaurant or his/her bed! The print 
job is then available on all multifunctional 
devices, from which the user can select the 
job and simply print it.

For more information on YSoft SafeQ4 
and other products in the Y Soft family 
visit www.ysoft.com

At Transform Europe in early October Y Soft presented YSoft SafeQ4. 
Y Soft offers comprehensive print management solution with a wide selection of innovative features for all types of 
business. The YSoft SafeQ4 solution comprises both software and hardware that serves primarily to authenticate 
users at the printer (via ID cards, PIN, etc.).
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Recent months have seen widespread 
speculation that Sharp is to sell off 
parts of its business including its 
Document business, but I’Anson says 
that Sharp’s Document business 
remains profitable both globally and 
in Europe and is a key cornerstone of 
the Corporation’s plans. “There is no 
factual basis for any media speculation 
about the business being sold.

“It’s been a tough 18 months for 
Sharp and extreme business conditions 
globally have resulted in a major corporate 
restructure. The cost of this restructure is 
what largely accounts for the poor fiscal 
results announced at the end of October. 
But remove those and it’s clear that things 
are moving in the right direction. Sharp 
delivered close to our forecasted net income 
for the first half of 2012 and we are in a 
good position to achieve an operating profit 
in the second half of the year.

“These improvements are reflected 
locally in Europe, where we have already 
hit overall revenue targets for October. 
Our own European restructuring plan is 
well underway and we are committed to 
delivering a return to profitability across our 

Sharp outlines 
strategy for 2013 
and beyond

whole business in line with the rest of the 
Corporation.” 

Inspire Expo
At Inspire Expo, an invitation-only event 
for its senior channel partners which saw 
400 dealers from 32 countries across the 
region attending, Sharp set out its plans for 
the future. As part of its celebration of 100 
years of technology design and production, 
the manufacturer broke from tradition by 
pre-announcing several innovative products 
and solutions, which it will bring to market 
next year.

Production-class document systems, 
a growing range of cloud-based software 
solutions and new, cloud-ready office and 
IT-centric MFPs were all under discussion as 
Sharp explained its plans and aspirations for 
the years ahead. 

100 years of innovation
Today, Sharp’s technological reach extends 
into areas as diverse as solar technology, 
energy-efficient LCD TVs, fridges, microwave 
ovens and air conditioners and advanced air 
purifiers with Plasmacluster Ion technology. 

At Inspire Expo, however, the overarching 

Sharp has experienced a tough 18 months, with extreme business 
conditions globally leading to a major corporate restructure. But 
according to Marcus I’Anson, Vice President of Information Systems, 
Sharp Electronics Europe, dealers across Europe left its first ever 
pan-European dealer conference, the Sharp Inspire Expo, with a 
clear understanding of Sharp’s investment in hardware and software 
products and bold strategy for new revenue streams. 
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The 
production-
class market 
is attractive 
to Sharp 
because it 
is exhibiting 
strong 
growth

dealer conference
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theme was innovation and the focus was 
firmly on the manufacturer’s commitment to 
the Document business, an area in which it 
has been continually innovating for the last 
40 years.

Building on earlier ‘world firsts’ such as 
the introduction of Common Criteria-certified 
security features and the use of finger-swipe 
control panels on its MFPs, Sharp used the 
event to reveal several important areas in 
which it is currently investing. These included 
the introduction of new production-class 
document systems, more cloud-based 
software solutions, developed in-house and 
by Sharp’s technology partners, a new B2B 
Cloud Portal for accessing Cloud Services 
and additional A4 devices and A3 cloud-
ready colour MFPs and printers.

“Despite the luxury of being able to 
celebrate 40 successful years in Document, 
the conference was all about the future, as 
well as our ambitious investment programme 
for business growth to benefit Sharp and its 
business partners alike,” says I’Anson. “The 
response was unanimously positive, with 
the true scale of Sharp’s involvement in and 
commitment to its Document business in 
Europe clearly visible to all.

“At the conference we were able to 
announce stunning new hardware and 
software products for 2013 alongside a 
vision for future revenue streams based on 
groundbreaking Cloud-based services that 
will change the way people do business. 
Ultimately, this is why we are certain of the 
health and continued longevity of our whole 
business; because Sharp has always created 
technology that delivers real tangible benefit 
to all stakeholders.”

Production-class document systems
2013 will see the launch of a high-end 
colour production machine with a range of 
productivity and ease of use features, which 
will put ‘clear water’ between Sharp and 
other players in the market.

The production-class market is attractive 
to Sharp because it is exhibiting strong 
growth as print providers continue to make 
the transition from an analogue/offset model 
to digital production, taking advantage of 
inexpensive short-run capabilities and the 
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Sharp will 
also be 
launching a 
number of 
A4 machines 
and more 
A3 cloud-
ready colour 
MFPS...

use of variable data for highly targeted 
marketing. Analysts report that the market 
has grown around 44% since 2007 and that 
the outlook remains positive.

Sharp has broadened its portfolio of high 
end MFPs with two highly automated light 
production machines designed primarily for 
corporate reprographic departments. The 
MFPs are also likely to find favour with pay-
for-print firms that need the agility to react 
quickly to urgent, unscheduled jobs.

The MX-7040N and MX-6240N, which 
can print and copy at speeds of up to 70 
or 62 pages per minute respectively, are 
capable of reliably producing a wide range 
of fully finished documents on a variety 
of stock, without the need for specialist 
technical expertise.

“Until now, producing large volumes 
of high end colour documents has needed 
an in-depth knowledge of colour fidelity, 
printing and finishing,” says Marc Brion, 
European Product Planning Manager, 
Sharp Information Systems Europe. “What 
we’ve done with these two new MFPs is 
to automate as many technical processes 
as possible, so that non-technical staff can 
produce predictable and consistent results.”

Sharp is also set to increase its presence 
in the commercial, quick and franchise print, 
print-for-pay and corporate reprographic 
markets with the launch of three new 
production-class black and white printing 
systems – the MX-M1204, MX-M1054 and 
MX-M904, which can print and copy at 
speeds of up to 120, 105 and 90 pages per 
minute respectively. 

The machines, pitched as Sharp’s most 
powerful and resilient yet, have been 
designed for use in demanding, high volume 
printing environments which need to 
produce a wide range of finished documents, 
with minimal operator intervention and 
incorporate several new features designed 
to optimise system availability.

Addressing the Cloud
At Inspire Expo, Sharp shared research 
data from analyst house IDC which 
reveals that almost half of all businesses 
are already using cloud services in some 
form or other today and that this figure is 
predicted to rise to more than 90% in the 
next three years.

The manufacturer confirmed that, for 
this reason, it is enthusiastically engaging 
with a growing number of selected software 
partners to develop new cloud-based 
software solutions, as well as making 
substantial investments in in-house 
development.

The new services will be made available 
through Sharp’s B2B Cloud Portal, a 
comprehensive license management 
system which makes it easy for its channel 
partners to sell user licenses, creating 
new opportunities to gain incremental 
and recurring revenues by adding value to 
Sharp’s MFPs.

The first licensed cloud application from 
Sharp will be a document management 
system which allows content management 
and collaboration between work teams. 
It will integrate MFPs with other everyday 
office platforms such as digital white 
boards, laptops, smart phones and tablet 

PCs, supported by shared project folders and 
virtual meeting room functions.

Cloud-ready MFPs
Sharp will also be launching a number of 
A4 machines and more A3 cloud-ready 
colour MFPs throughout 2013, building on 
its commitment to innovate for the mutual 
benefit of its customers and its channel 
partners. Together these products will further 
expand its extensive portfolio of office and 
IT-centric MFPs: an important source of 
revenue and a key area of its business.

The launch of a new App, Sharpdesk 
Mobile, which is available free of charge 
from Apple’s App Store, wirelessly connects 
Smartphones and Tablet PCs with the 
printing and scanning capabilities of Sharp 
MFPs, reinforcing the manufacturer’s 
campaign to create a wide portfolio of tools 
with one aim in mind – to make life easier 
for people who have to work on the move. 

Software applications
Also announced was the arrival of a 
suite of software applications designed 
to help businesses maximise the return 
on their investment in MFPs. The new 
applications – Print Release, Print Release 
Lite, Job Accounting and Job Accounting 
Plus Software – can be used to increase 
productivity and efficiency in the office, 
while controlling costs and reducing waste.

“We have been keeping dealers and 
business partners closely informed on the 
true picture of Sharp’s commitment to its 
Document business in Europe to counter 
the unhelpful media speculation of recent 
months,” says I’Anson.

“There was probably no better time to 
be able to make a bold statement of our 
new pan-European business and forward-
thinking plans for ambitious growth 
than at the hugely successful Inspire 
Expo conference and the reaction from 
our channel partners was resoundingly 
positive.“ 
www.sharp.eu

...Continued
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Ask your sales rep for a copy of 
our new  MPS EngineeredTM 

marketing piece

QC
5 STEP

PROTOCOL

PATENTED
TECHNOLOGY

QUALITY
COMMITMENT

ISO 9001

 MPS ENGINEERED Quality Control

Real World Test Protocols

Patented Sealing • Welding Technology

Custom Raw Material Formulas

STOP

GO
Real World Tests

More Profitable MPS Programs Depend on Reliability and Quality! 
Reduces Inventory
Reduces Freight Costs
More Environmentally Friendly

✔

✔
✔
✔

NOT ALL EXTENDED YIELD
CARTRIDGES ARE CREATED EQUAL...

At MSE, every aspect of our Extended Yield Cartridges, from quality and 

reliability to aesthetics and environmental impact, are thoroughly analyzed on 

an ongoing basis. We look for areas of improvement over the industry 

standard and create ground-breaking technologies to keep pace with OEM 

design. The result is a better built, higher quality, more competitive MPS 

EngineeredTM product. 

QUALITY

Experience the MPS EngineeredTM Difference!

Why choose MSE MPS EngineeredTM?

Featuring Our Latest Release:
64X Extended Yield (P4015/P4515 Printers)
40,000 Page Cartridge!

Introducing

Extended  Yield 
Cartridges

MSE EMEA

e-mail: info@mse-europe.com 
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I am going to start this, my first 
article written for Print.IT Reseller, 
by introducing myself. My name is 
West McDonald and I come from 
Canada, the land of Beaver pelts, vast 
wilderness and Maple syrup. Unlike my 
American counter-parts to the south I 
try to spell using the Queen’s English. 
So, it’s ’colour’ not ‘color’. Sometimes 
it’s the little things that hold it all 
together, right? 

Speaking of little things, how about 
all the buzz around the transformation of 
how we sell and provide office print? Oh 
right, not such a ’little’ thing, is it? I can tell 
you from experience that the art of selling 
pages in the office has gone from a purely 
product-based endeavour to a much more 
services-led approach in North America. And 
whether you are in Canada, the U.S.A or the 
U.K., this services-led approach is bound to 
have a huge impact on your business in the 
very near future (that’s assuming it hasn’t 
already!). 

I have been in the Managed Print 
Services space for over 10 years and in that 
time I have seen a lot of change. I began my 
MPS career with PrintFleet when their print 
monitoring software was still just a white 
board concept. At that time nobody believed 
that ‘M.P.S.’ had any legs. I sure am happy 
they were wrong because this space has 
been an incredible one to be a part of. And, 
to cite a cliché, the best is yet to come. 

Why is the best yet to come? Because 
people are printing less and we will continue 
to see a dramatic down-turn in overall 

volumes. Why, you may ask, do I believe 
that is a good thing? Because with all great 
change comes great opportunity. Yes, there 
is going to be a major shift; and yes, many 
businesses will not survive. I’ve seen more 
consolidation in the U.S. than anybody would 
have believed 5 years ago. I have no doubt 
you’ve seen much of the same on your side 
of the pond. But for those with a stomach 
for change the future is looking good.

There is a great bit of traditional folk-
wisdom that says “May your enemy live in 
interesting times.” I think we can all agree 
that the changes happening today in the 
office print world are very interesting, far 
too interesting for most constitutions. We 
have entered a time when all the major 
manufacturers of print-enabled devices are 
desperately trying to figure out what comes 
next. I say ‘desperately’ because they, like us, 
are all feeling very real and negative effects 
on their bottom lines. I won’t be citing any 
financial earnings reports today: every major 
OEM has suffered in the same way, you 
know it as well as I do.

Whether or not you think the paper-
tray is half empty or half full is a matter of 
perspective. The bad news is that whatever 

innovations take place they are going to 
mean offices require a lot less toner and 
a lot fewer printed pages. The good news 
is that fewer pages printed does NOT 
mean less information consumed. There is 
a whole lot of ’paper replacement‘ going 
on, and with it, a plethora of new solutions 
and services that are going to have great 
revenue and margin potential! If only we are 
forward-thinking and brave enough to see 
beyond the ink. 

The hard reality is this: Printed-pages are 
disappearing at an alarming rate. Some of 
this decline in printing is due to a younger 
generation entering the workforce that grew 
up with smart phones and iPads. They Twitter, 
they Text, they FaceBook, they don’t print. 
Another factor is collaboration in the cloud 
which was, until very recently, the stuff of 
dreams.The new world will share information 
via the cloud and tablets. It’s happening 
today in offices all around the world with 
the adoption of cloud-based storage via 
Google Docs, DropBox and a host of others. 
The future isn't coming, it's right here on our 
doorstep.

MPS Ponderings From Across The 
Pond won't focus solely on the future: it 
is also about the here-and-now and what 
is available to those trying to protect and 
continue to grow the business they already 
have. I get it: I know that maintaining 
revenue today is as important as figuring 
out the market drivers of tomorrow. Helping 
grow MPS businesses TODAY is what I 
do, after all. So understanding current 
opportunities in MPS and sharing strategies 
and services for real growth ‘Today’ will 
be one of the main functions of this new 
column. We will cover topics like Paper 
Replacement, Secure Release Printing and 
MPS Assessments. We will look at the 
revolution taking place in the ‘Tablification’ 
of the modern office. If it has to do with 
MPS strategies and tools proven to have 
some legs in the U.S., odds are most of 
them will have the same effect in the U.K. 
market as well.

In MPS terms, the trip across the pond 
is a short one. I am excited to offer you a 
first-hand window into the revolution that 
is MPS, happening all across North America. 
One thing about insight: You can never have 
too much. Until next time, may your pages 
be plentiful.

Some of the 
decline in 
printing is due 
to a younger 
generation 
entering the 
workforce...

Turning The Page:  
MPS Ponderings From Across The Pond

By West McDonald, FocusMPS
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Although revenue fell by 17% on 
the previous year, the firm posted a 
profit of £37,000 pre-tax, reversing 
the £418,000 pre-tax loss reported at 
the 31 December interim stage. The 
turnaround can be attributed to cost 
cuts, including a significant reduction 
in its wage bill; earlier in the year it 
reduced its headcount by 13.

In a statement to the Stock Exchange, 
Northamber reported that market conditions 
were less than certain. The company said, 
“Turnover in the first quarter was marginally 
lower than for the final quarter of the 
previous financial year, a reflection of the 
contraction in our sector, the summer 
months and the Olympics.”  

Yet despite the market conditions, 
Northamber is in a strong position. It is both 
debt free and cash rich. Its debt free cash 
balance at the end of September was  
£1.3 million. It owns its Head office building 
in Chessington, Surrey and earlier this year, 
purchased the freehold of its 77,600 sq ft 
warehouse in Weybridge for £6.35m plus 
costs.

Focused on  
delivering profitable  
    revenue

The company said, “The strength of our 
Balance Sheet has always been one of our 
basic tenets and with the purchase of the 
warehouse, this tangible asset is added to 
the freehold of our eleven year old, 18,000 
sq ft Davis Road Chessington offices.”

“Northamber’s offering ranges from a 
printer cable through to a high-end server 
and everything in between,” says Dominic 
Hoskins, Product Manager Print. “We trade 
with around 4,000 individual resellers 
every year and our business is based on our 
resellers’ reach. We have and will continue 
to focus on the SMB and mid-market – 
sectors which haven’t been as hard hit as 
the enterprise market in terms of volumes 
and margins.”

Proven expertise 
Hoskins says that far from adopting a box 
shifting model, the company adds value to 
its resellers offering a suite of services that 
supports them in growing their businesses. 
“For example, we have a demo centre at 
Head Office, a facility that is used by both 
vendors and customers and where we 
regularly run training course and seminars.”

Customer service is high on the agenda 
and it’s clear that Northamber enjoys high 
retention levels due to its willingness to go 
the extra mile. “Many of our resellers enjoy 
long standing relationships with customers 
and are given the opportunity to win new 
business, but haven’t got the resource or 
in some cases the knowledge, to deliver a 
bespoke solution. 

“At our premises we will configure kit 

UK-based Northamber, the longest established trade-only distributor 
of IT equipment, has reported a return to profit for the full year 
ending 30 June 2012.

to individual customer requirements. We will 
also deliver the complete solution to the end-
user ready to go and in one box, which also 
has the knock-on effect of reducing waste.”

With over three decades in business, 
Northamber has proven expertise in the 
logistics of distribution and according to 
Hoskins; next-day really does mean next-day. 
“If we take an order five minutes before 
the office closes for the evening, we can 
guarantee that the goods will arrive the next 
morning within a specified time window.”

Large stock holding and easy access to 
the M25 helps ensure the firm delivers on 
its promise. “Our size also enables us to 
help smaller resellers win large tenders, for 
example, if an order for 1,000 units with 
delivery required in stages, we will configure, 
store and ship to the end-user as required,” 
says Hoskins.

Despite a large and diverse product 
offering when it comes to print, Northamber 
focuses on just three brands – Brother Ricoh 
and OKI. Hoskins says that the range covers 
desktop inkjet through to high end laser and 
MFPs, which combined with complementary 
solutions such as scanners and software, 
is a sufficient offer to its customers and 
reinforces that it’s the value add and extra 
services that ensures repeat business. 

After a return to profit, Northamber 
is focused on staying true to its current 
business, maintaining efforts to concentrate 
on delivering profitable revenue, alongside 
its well repeated mantra of controlling costs 
whilst taking whatever opportunities that 
emerge.
www.northamber.com
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Carl Day (CD), Sales Director Indirect 
Division, Toshiba TEC UK Imaging 
Systems Ltd: “Typically a dealer will 
understand the need to build a long term 
relationship with mid-market clients; many 
will have client relationships in this sector 
that span decades and are built on the 
dealers’ ability to provide a high value 
service with flexibility around products and 
pricing.”

Helen George (HG), Channel Marketing 
Manager, Kyocera Document Solutions 
UK Ltd: “Organisations in the mid-market 
are well served by dealers of a similar size, 
geography and local approach. Our indirect 
channel model fully supports this intimacy – 
we work with our channel partners to deliver 
the innovation and support they need, while 
they provide the local knowledge and the 
close relationships that end-users require.” 

Jonathan Whitworth (JW), Managing 
Director DSales UK Ltd: “In any channel 
sales model, the channel partner must add 
value to the sale in order to justify their place 
in the distribution chain. A local supplier will 
always offer more intensive and personalised 
levels of support than a multinational 
manufacturer.”

Greg Wilson (GW), Marketing Manager, 
Managed Print Services Canon UK 
& Ireland: “In the mid-market, there is 
increasing demand for a service driven 
approach (evidenced by the growth of MPS) 
which in turn represents an opportunity 
for partners to diversify and grow their 
business as they demonstrate their service 
capabilities.” 

CD: “A dealers’ product is its customer 
service, not just from a maintenance 
perspective, but its entire offering from 
first engagement to installation, upgrade 
and beyond. In the main, clients are happy 
to deal with independent suppliers as 
they can see the strength in the dealer/
manufacturer partnership and the benefits 
that brings to them. We believe that we 
deliver innovation in the product but it’s 
the dealer that provides innovation in 
customer service.” 

JW: “An independent dealership 
recognises that it is far harder to win new 
customers than to retain existing ones. 
MIF is what gives a dealership business 
its value so it is in the independent’s 
interest to foster good long term customer 
relationships based on trust. And you 
can only achieve that by providing good 
impartial advice on document workflow 
solutions that really meet customers’ 
needs.”

The independent approach   
   to managing print

Photizo figures suggest that the MPS market in Western Europe 
is set to grow from €20.5 Billion in 2012 to €34 Billion by 2015. 
According to Quocirca, the mid-market is typically best served by 
the channel, which can often provide more flexibility and more 
innovative pricing structures, along with multi-vendor service and 
support.

PITR: Is the mid-market 
best served by the 
channel?

Greg Wilson 
(GW), Marketing 
Manager, 
Managed Print 
Services Canon 
UK & Ireland

Helen George (HG), 
Channel Marketing 

Manager,  
Kyocera Document 

Solutions UK Ltd

Carl Day (CD), 
Sales Director  

Indirect Division,  
Toshiba TEC UK 

Imaging Systems Ltd 

Jonathan 
Whitworth (JW), 

Managing Director 
DSales UK Ltd

Print.IT Reseller asked a number of leading 
manufacturers their views on the value of the 
independent and to explain how they support 
channel partners in delivering MPS solutions.

PITR: What value does 
the independent bring 
to the table from an 
end-users’ perspective?
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HG: “It is impossible for a dealer to 
maintain a deep understanding of all the 
major manufacturers’ products, so even 
independents are often affiliated with 
a small selection of hardware vendors. 
But rather than being a problem, this is 
ultimately to the advantage of the end-user, 
as strong links back to the manufacturer for 
in-depth problem resolution, product training 
and even field support, are fundamental to 
successfully delivering MPS. 

“With MPS, the focus should be on the 
client’s business model and requirements.
The confusing range of choices around 
consumable costs, IT support costs and 
integration issues for example that 
businesses are trying to solve with an MPS 
approach, are what make an independent 
MPS partner invaluable.”

JW: “Most major manufacturers now offer 
a product line that extends from entry 
level mono printer through to production 
print colour digital presses. While some 
manufacturers may have a short term edge 
in a particular product segment, in most 
regards, the market for document imaging 
devices has become commoditised. That is 
why service and impartial advice are the key 
differentiators in today’s market.”

HG: “For Toshiba, the key to supporting the 
dealer is understanding what they want to 
deliver and achieve and from a personal 
perspective I have always believed that 
understanding a dealers’ business is the key 
to a successful partnership, both prior to the 
MPS revolution and I am sure beyond it!”

JW: “We provide extensive training for both 
technical and sales staff at our dedicated 
training centre at our headquarters in 
Ripponden. We will advise on managed 
print services but it is really up to the 
individual dealership to decide on the 
optimum ownership strategy for them and 
their customers.”

HG: “We don’t see MPS as a separate 
programme, rather it’s integral to our 
complete approach. Our hardware, software 
(Kyocera and independent), training, 
project management, architecture services, 
technical support and MPS services, have 
been created so that our dealers can 
choose exactly how they wish to develop 
their business, or enhance their portfolio 
and geography by using our capability and 
resource.”

CD: “We have and will continue to adapt 
our support to ensure our dealers have the 
ability to provide MPS at its most basic, right 
through to delivering products and services 
to large corporates nationally. We are soon 
to launch a quarterly MPS Forum which will 
provide education on key subjects such as 
security, environmental/energy and service 
efficiency as part of our support for the 
channel and more recently have incorporated 
the EPOS and Auto ID products which some 
of our dealers have already had success in 
winning new corporate clients with.”

GW: “A successful partner scheme should 
allow partners to take advantage of the 
manufacturer’s vast experience in the field 
of MPS. The manufacturer should provide 
appropriate training while support should 
also be available to ensure that partners 
have the skills required to service their 
customers to the highest possible standard. 
The development of a joint business plan 
between vendor and partner is a great 
way of agreeing shared targets for each 
year and to ensure that the right business 
metrics and objectives are in place to ensure 
ongoing investment and development 
to meet customer requirements. This will 
also validate end users’ experience of the 
managed services delivered by the partner.”

PITR: Can a single/dual line dealership claim to be independent? 

PITR: How do manufacturers support the channel in 
delivering MPS solutions? 

CD: “Hardware is just a small part of an MPS 
offering; it’s the complementary software 
solutions that make an MPS solution. The 
independence comes when the supplier 
proposes a solution that can include many 
different software products. It is highly 
likely that if two Toshiba dealers were to 
propose an MPS solution to the same client, 
they would provide very different enabling 
software whilst both proposing the same 
hardware.”

JW: “There is also the issue of software 
solutions to consider. Almost all multi-
unit installations today require document 
workflow applications and advising the 
customer on the best way to manage their 
particular document imaging needs is the key 
factor in a dealership’s independent advice.”

HG: “Probably more important than 
the hardware choice, is the use of best 
in class software solutions to support 
workforce mobility, workflow optimisation, 
collaboration and effective application 
printing and integration. The ability for a 
client to print where they need, from what 
they need, be it a PC, iPad, smartphone, 
application, cloud or data repository. 
Focusing only on the hardware, single 
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www.toshibatec.co.uk  
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.uk 
www.dsales.eu 
www.canon.co.uk

vendor or multi-vendor, could be diverting 
businesses from the real decision, which 
is how to help their employees do their 
jobs, print conveniently and use the print 
infrastructure to support the optimisation 
of paper and electronic processes. 
For clients, choosing the right print or 
document management software and 
working with an MPS provider with the 
right experience, who suits their company 
size, culture, geography and requirements 
is as important as hardware vendor 
independence.”

PITR: From the resellers’ perspective, 
what’s the value add in MPS? 

HG: “The dealer benefits of offering MPS are compelling, 
not only for client acquisition and retention by offering what 
clients seek, but also for the higher margin revenue that can be 
generated by software, consulting and service offerings.”

CD: “Margins will go up and down dependent on many factors, 
currently in such a tough economic climate most people will 
agree that to continue growth it is likely that they will have to 
accept a lower margin. I personally believe that the major value 
add for the dealer is that it gives them the opportunity to retain 
longer term relationships by delivering value through good 
products and great service.”

JW: “If the package is priced correctly an MPS will provide a 
‘win-win’ outcome for both the customer and the dealership. 
The customer has an admin free document imaging solution, 
with current equipment requiring minimal oversight. For the 
dealership there is a guaranteed recurring revenue stream 
with most oversight processes automated into a routine 
maintenance and provisioning regime that keeps customers 
‘sticky’.”

GW: “The market landscape as a whole has seen a number 
of technology-driven changes over the last few decades and 
there is an increasing need to offer value added services to find 
and maintain loyal customers and allow the channel to move 
the conversation away from the commodity based purchase 
model which ultimately does not work for the end customer, 
or the partner. From a partner perspective, this represents 
an opportunity to diversify and open up new sales channels. 
By working closely with manufacturers to ensure that they 
are evolving with market demand, resellers can significantly 
increase sales, enhance their ability to cross-sell services and 
diversify their sales model.”
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Called the Responsible line, the cartridges are designed 
for use with most OEM desktop laser printers from 
Brother, Canon, Epson, HP, IBM, Konica Minolta, Kyocera, 
Lexmark, Oki and Panasonic.

Patrick de Jong, European Business Manager, Xerox Document 
Supplies Europe said that the cartridges are manufactured using 
the same high quality standards Xerox uses for all its products. 
“With our brand behind these cartridges, users can be confident 
of superior performance.”

More than 90% of the original cartridge parts are re-used, 
thus avoiding manufacturing costs and reducing waste. These 
long-life components are thoroughly inspected using an ISO 9001 
certified remanufacturing process to ensure that they continue to 
perform as well as in their first use. Components susceptible to 
wear are then replaced and new toner added.

Xerox says that the benefits of the Responsible cartridges 
include; cost savings of at least 50% compared to OEM 
cartridges, delivering significant savings for managers of large 
fleets of document devices, such as managed print service 
providers; excellent print quality from the first page to the last; 
page yields equivalent to the stated yields of OEM cartridges and 
a two-year guarantee with every cartridge.
www.xerox.com

Jet Tec expand toner 
range
DCI/Jet Tec is expanding its toner 
offering with the addition of 17 new 
laser toners, a move that brings the 
firm’s product offering to over 250 
toners.

New toners include the Brother 
TN2210 and the TN2220, the CLT-K/C/M/
Y5082L/ELS and CLP-K/C/M/Y660B/ELS 
will be added to the Samsung range and 
the CB380/1/2/3A, CE390A, CE250A and 
CE260A will be added to the current HP 
range.

Commercial Manager Phil Sneath said, 
“We have continued to invest to develop 
our growing remanufactured toner range 
in line with our customers’ demand. As 
with all products in our range, the 17 new 
toners are remanufactured in the UK.”   

The firm has also announced that all its 
toners are now supplied in FSC certified 
packaging. 
sales@jettec.co.uk 

Armor signs 
distribution agreement 
Armor, the European leader in 
aftermarket consumables has 
announced a new distribution 
agreement with Robinson Young, the 
UK’s largest non food Broker.

The agreement with Robinson Young 
will enable Armor to create a platform 
from where office products dealers, 
retailers, e-tailers and IT distributors can 
access Armor branded products, including 
a facility for drop shipment direct to the 
end user.

Corporate sales director Bob Reynolds 
said, “Robinson Young has an enviable 
reputation within the UK non food market 
and is preferred partner to some of the 
largest UK distributors and retailers. We are 
confident that with the significant stocks 
of Armor product in their warehouses and 
their expertise in logistics, this partnership 
will provide a cost-effective means to meet 
the needs of the UK market.”
www.armor-print.com

MSE 
marks key 
anniversary  

15 years ago, at the 
Comdex trade show when 

industry doomsayers had predicted 
that colour would be another fatal 
obstacle for the aftermarket; MSE 
President Yoel Wazana displayed 
the first ever aftermarket colour 
cartridge, a remanufactured Lexmark 
Optra C. 

Founded in 1994 by Yoel Wazana, 
MSE is the largest remanufacturer with 
US-based production facilities and a 
leading-edge innovator in the marketplace. 
MSE pioneered the process of Intelligent 
Re-Engineering, which employs patented 
technologies, proprietary processes, and 
stringent testing methodologies that result 
in a high quality alternative to high cost 
OEM print consumables. The firm has 
sales and distribution in Canada, Europe 
(UK and the Netherlands), Israel, Brazil, 
California, and Pennsylvania.

MSE’s Advanced Color Technologies 
(ACT), highlighted by the revolutionary 
Secondary Cleaning System (SCS), 
addresses colour-related issues and the 
result is superior quality aftermarket 
cartridges. SCS is an additional critical 
component not present in the original 
cartridge that keeps the PCR clean and 
prevents excess toner from transferring 
onto the OPC at any time during the life of 
the cartridge.  

“We have come a long way in our 
understanding of colour technology and 
we continue to evolve in our expertise and 
ability to provide a true alternative to the 
OEM,” says Wazana. “Our SCS technology 
shows just how far we have come in 
addressing the issues that have lessened 
the aftermarket share for so long.” 
www.mse.com

Xerox has introduced a new range of low 
cost, high quality and environmentally 
responsible remanufactured print 
cartridges for non-Xerox printers.

Remanufactured print cartridges 
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Call our OKI specialist Kim Costello today on:

01379 649366
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Original Consumables:
not afraid to talk about our true colours

When your customers compare the operating and environmental performance of our original 
consumables against non-genuine supplies, OKI offers you and your customers a clear advantage.

Why purchase original consumables from Midwich?

simply visit www.midwich.com/shop/consumables
Finding the right consumable is easy…

As an authorised distributor, Midwich can help you supply the highest quality genuine OKI consumables 
to guarantee the best possible performance available from an OKI printer.



sign here

signature tools for any business.

STU-500

STU-300

Create PDF from your original document 
(e. g. Word, Excel®, PowerPoint®, etc.).

Sign your PDF document. Save, archive or e-mail your 
signed PDF document.

Stop handling paper.
Start saving time and money.
sign&save and sign&save | mobile are compact and robust plug & play 

signature capturing solutions providing efficient workflows with less 

paper – either mobile for anyone who works frequently with documents 

while on the move, or stationary at public counters.

sign&save and sign&save | mobile include Wacom sign | pro PDF 

software and are designed for capturing signatures, especially for 

smaller businesses with one or more branches: consultants, small

independent dealers, service companies, agencies, hotels, doctors, 

repair shops, car resellers, industrial rental services, architects, 

marketing agencies, healthcare service organisations.

Stop printing, signing, scanning, archiving, transporting and retrieving 

heaps of paper.

Start saving time & money instead:

• easy to handle signature software – sign | pro PDF  

• create secure PDF files from any application (virtual PDF printer)

• capture signatures electronically and merge them with the PDF document

• capture signature image and biometric data (pressure & speed)

• signed PDF documents will be protected by a digital certificate

• no document changes possible after signing

• signing digitally feels natural – like signing on paper 

• signed PDF is 100 % Adobe Acrobat compatible

• multiple signatures in one document possible

210x297_sign_save_en.indd   1 18.07.12   15:27
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EuroForm is in the end stages of 
firming up a distribution deal with a 
significant player within the UK market, 
a move which Niebling says is the first 
step in its strategic plan for growth.

Established in 1993, initially developing 
and bringing to market printing solutions 
including e-forms and macros, EuroForm 
went on to design and manufacture 
flash storage systems for HP printers. This 
relationship continues today.

“Ten years ago, we identified an 
opportunity to develop a solution that 
collected data from print, copy, scan and fax 
devices which, combined with training on 
how to use this information, would deliver 
improved security of data, time and cost 
savings, as well as reduced waste for end-
users,” explains Niebling. 

Its flagship solution JetAdvice Manager, 
a neutral and vendor independent MPS 
solution selected by HP as their worldwide 
MPS tool, was launched in 2002. 

JetAdvice Manager, now in its third 
generation, is a fully scalable, cloud-based 
platform that works with all hardware 
brands and is used around the world. 
Feature-rich and easy to use, it offers device 
monitoring including use of A4 vs A3, colour, 
duplex etc; automated meter reading and 
supplies replenishment; remote monitoring 
for maintenance and advanced reporting 
that delivers ongoing time and cost savings.

Today, EuroForm provides vendor-
independent consultancy, solutions and 

EuroForm unveils   
   growth strategy

services that work across multiple platforms 
to provide comprehensive assessment, 
optimisation, monitoring and fleet 
management opportunities. It works with a 
number of strategic partners, adding value in 
optimising and enhancing the use of printers 
and multifunctional devices, as part of a 
strategy to reduce overall document-related 
costs and maximise the return on hardware 
investments for end-users.

Partner Program
The EuroForm Partner Program (EPP) delivers 
a range of powerful benefits that encourage 
quality performance, growth in market share 

and strong relationships in the industry. 
Partners benefit from incentives and 
discounts, training and education, business 
development and marketing, as well as 
technical support.

EuroForm is a global player and supports 
its network through its extensive expertise 
in software solutions, sales and professional 
services to the MPS market. “Expanding our 
international network, as well as extending 
our partners’ abilities and expertise to 
provide even better support to end-users, is 
firmly high on our agenda,” says Niebling.

Within the UK, EuroForm already has a 
number of strategic partnerships with large 
dealers and Niebling confirmed that the 
firm is actively looking to build its partner 
network tactically to increase market share 
and meet its strategy for growth.

Shifting focus
“The opportunity for growth is enormous,” 
he says. “Even today, many manufacturers 
and dealers still focus on a narrow definition 
of solution selling that concentrates solely 
on the devices. The next natural step is 
to leverage the full potential of managed 
print services to address the broader issues 
around office printing and document 
management processes and costs. As 
a neutral and autonomous company, 
EuroForm is in an ideal position to help its 
partners realise the potential of this.” 

Because EuroForm’s business is all 
about printing, Niebling also sees this as 
an opportunity to realise its commitment 
to environmental protection. “We organise 
all our processes not only to minimise 
unnecessary printing, but also to minimise 
the energy we consume. The resulting 
practices have economic as well as 
ecological benefits which we can share with 
our partners and customers.”
www.euroform.com 
www.JetAdvice.com

Kim Niebling, Founder and CEO of  
EuroForm A/S, a Denmark-based independent 
software development company, spoke to 
Print.IT Reseller about the firm’s plans to 
expand its presence and increase market 
share within the UK.

...a fully 
scalable, cloud-
based plaform 
that works with 
all hardware 
brands and is 
used around  
the world.
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01732 759725

Independent 

JetAdvice is a full featured vendor independent Fleet Management Solution.
Contact: EuroForm A/S, sales@euroform.com, Phone: +45 4466 8338 or +1 208 949 9395, Product info: www.jetadvice.com

JetAdvice is a market-leading, full featured vendor 
independent Fleet Management Solution. 

MPS Tool provider

TRY IT FOR FREE !
Scan the code, or visit this website :
www.JetAdvice.com/free 
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